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Abstract— This paper considers the problem of security in practical implementation of Quantum Key Agreement applying
the concept of Information Reconciliation and Privacy Amplification targeted towards the computer science community.
Firstly, a scheme is proposed which is operable in presence of noise using procedure called ‘entanglement purification’ on Bell
states to detect presence of adversary and then a protocol that minimizes the entropy loss and thus increasing the length of
shared key between two communicating parties in presence of active computationally unbounded adversary.
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I. INTRODUCTION
To carry out Quantum key distribution[4] in Quantum
cryptography[1-3] between two communicating parties,
Alice and Bob, Quantum privacy algorithm(QPA) which is
iterative in nature and based on Bell‘s Theorem[4,5] is
presented which is secure in presence of both noise and
eavesdropping using an element ‗entanglement
purification‘ procedure. Earlier existing protocols are
inoperable in presence of noise and transmission is
suspended whenever eavesdropper is detected. There was
no way of distinguishing entanglement with an
eavesdropper from entanglement with environmental
noise.QPA can be performed by Alice and Bob by a
sequence of local operations over a public channel at
distant locations. It imparts small bound on adversary, Eve,
information which can be extracted from string. QPA
allows Alice and Bob to generate a pair of qubits in a state
which is close to pure, maximally entangled |ф+› and
entanglement with environment is arbitrarily low where:
|ф±> = (|00> ± |11>)
|ψ±> =

(|01> ± |10>)

These are called Bell states described by density
operators form basis for state space of qubit pair or
entangled photons. Then, a second approach is considered
in which both parties share same weak secret w(which is
not a uniform random key) and Eve has some partial
information about w, so it is assumed that w has some
entropy[7,8] from Eve‘s view. Now, goal is to convert this
non-uniform w to uniform shared secret R but still there is
the requirement to increase its length to impose difficulty
for adversary by reducing entropy loss which is the
difference between the entropy of w and the length of R.
So, entropy loss should be small because entropy in R can
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only come from w and if more entropy loss will occur then
randomness in R will be less.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. First approach
Scenario is such that Eve in addition of interacting with
all qubits used by Alice and Bob for communication, can
also prepare qubit pairs and send one qubit from each pair
to communicating parties.
Iterative quantum algorithm [5] starts with collection of
qubit pairs in mixed state and if performed with accuracy,
some will be discarded and some will be selected which
then converged to |ф+><ф+| using density matrix. Before
proving the purity of qubit pairs, it is necessary to mention
that Alice and Bob use two rotations and quantum
controlled-not operation in which CNOT gate flips
second(target) qubit if and only if first qubit (control qubit)
=1.That is,
.
Table I
CNOT gate operation

Before
Control
Target
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1

After
Control
Target
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0

.

1) Rotation Operation: Now, consider ρˆ and ρˆ‘ be
density operators of two qubit pairs and Alice performs a
unitary operation using Hadamard gate[6] which operates
on single qubit at a time.
H (|0>) → ( |0> - i|1> )
H (|1>) →

( |1> - i |0> )
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On each qubit pair Bob performs inverse operation.
H (|0>) →
(|0> + i|1>)
H (|1>) →

(|1> + i|0>)

And if considering that computation basis are eigen values
of z components of spins and the qubit spin is ½ particles,
then both above operations corresponds to rotations /2
and -

/2 about x axis respectively.

A=
B=

2) CNOT Operation: After this rotation operation, Alice
and Bob both perform two instances of CNOT operation
control target

If however, input pairs have different matrices or states i.e.;
ρˆ and ρˆ‘ will be different. ρˆ corresponds to {A,B,C,D}
and ρˆ‘ corresponds to{A ,B ,C ,
D }.Then,
diagonal elements of retained control pairs will on average
are:

control target

|a> |b>
→
|a> |a * b> (a, b) {0,
1},
When one ρˆ comprise two control qubits and ρˆ‘
comprises two target qubits then Alice and Bob measure
target qubits in z components of target spins. If results
coincide, control pairs will be accepted and it will be kept
for next round and target bits will be omitted. And,
otherwise, if outcomes do not coincide, discard both pairs.
3) Special Case: Now, a special case is considered as in
[16] where each pair is in state ρˆ and joint state of two
pairs is simple product ρˆ * ρˆ. To map above stated
operators consider them in density matrices form as below:
A, 0, 0, 0
(A2+B2) /N,0, 0,0
0, B, 0, 0
0,2CD/N, 0, 0
0, 0, C, 0
0, 0, (C2 +D2) / N, 0
0, 0, 0, D
0, 0, 0, 2AB / N
Figure 1: Mapping of density matrices
So, if control qubits are returned, their density operator
ρ^ will have diagonal elements of ρ^, then
A=
B=
C=
D=
where, N= (A + B) 2 + (C + D) 2, (probability that Alice
and
Bob obtain coinciding results in target pair
measurement).If above matrix is written in Bell states then
diagonal elements:
A=<ф+|ρˆ|ф+>
B=<ψ-|ρˆ|ψ->
C=<ψ+|ρˆ|ψ+>
D=<ф-|ρˆ|ф->
So, this procedure uses two rotations and CNOT operation
as stated above.
Here, diagonal element A is called the ―fidelity‖ which
is the probability that qubit will pass a test for being in
state | ф+> (desired result).Since this is a pure state and
none of the surviving pairs are entangled with any other
system in the environment. Thus, it is required to drive the
fidelity to 1 i.e.; other three diagonal elements are 0.So, if
procedure is performed iteratively on an ensemble of these
pairs of pairs, then A,B,C,D give average diagonal
entries of surviving pairs. Thus, surviving pairs will
converge to pure state | ф+>< ф+| if average A is driven
to 1. Therefore, by iterating QPA map, pair approaches to
pure
state
|ф+>.
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C=
D=
where N = (A+ B)(A‘+B‘) + (C+D)(C‘+D‘).
This technique is rather wasteful in terms of eliminating
particles i.e.; at least one half of particles are lost at every
iteration.
If в is denoted as a class of pure, maximally entangled
states, then condition that ρˆ can be purified using QPA
procedure is
max<ф| ρˆ| ф > .
ф в
B. Second Approach:
The above stated method is to detect presence of Eve in
transmission of key. That is, if convergence is not obtained
then it is concluded that there presence of eavesdropper
and communication is aborted. Suppose, if Eve provides
entangled pairs then the QPA procedure may or may not
converge to pure states |ф+> < ф+|. So, the above method
could be made more reliable if now let Alice and Bob
already share same secret key w through information
reconciliation process[9] and active computationally
unbounded adversary Eve have partial i.e.; incomplete
knowledge about w, so it is assumed that w has entropy
from Eve view. The goal for Alice and Bob is to distil
highly random shared secret key from partial R about
which Eve has no information. That is, to convert non
uniform secret w into a uniformly distributed string R
(shared key) of maximum length. As no computational
assumptions are made, so entropy in R can only come from
w. And entropy (called Shannon entropy) is a measure of
uncertainty of random variable and takes its maximum if
and only if random variable has uniform distribution. So,
security of privacy amplification [10, 11] is proved by
showing Shannon entropy of final key conditioned on
Eve‘s information is maximal except for small loss. So,
entropy loss should be small during execution which leads
R to be of maximum length. Best previous results have
entropy loss of Ө (k2), k is security parameter, but now
entropy loss, linear in security parameter has been obtained.
The distilled random string through extractor or by hash
function should have min-entropy H∞. [7]
Definition 1: A random variable X has min entropy k,
denoted H∞(X) = k, if
max Pr[X=x] = 2-k
Strong extractors produce outputs of almost maximal
min-entropy. So, R should be statistically close to uniform
where 2-k is considered as the statistical distance between
distribution of R and uniform distribution.
1) Earlier Protocol: In [12] authentication protocol was
explained through interactive version of robust fuzzy
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extractor which generalizes authentication in Renner and
Wolf [13].Authentication protocol of [12] works by
authenticating bits of message m one by one from Alice to
Bob. Steps are:
 For each bit of m, Bob sends Alice, a random
extractor seed as a kind of catalyst.
 Then Alice using Bob‘s seed on input w responds
by sending extractor output if bit=1 received in m.
And, in addition to extractor output also sends
seed of her own.
 Then, Bob responds by applying extractor to w
using Alice seed without concerning value of m
Now, 1-bit of extractor output results in Ө (k)
entropy loss and each extractor output is k bits
long so overall entropy loss is Ө ( k2).

It is required that Alice first encode m in an errordetecting code for 4k edit errors instead of authenticating
the bits of m as in [12,13] because authentication of bits is
done bit-by-bit and Eve can change m by insertion,
deletion or modification of individual bits from 0 to 1 or
from 1 to 0 but it is required from Eve side to guess an
extractor output on a fresh random seed because as stated
in[12] length of m and number of 1s in m are known
already to both Alice and Bob before starting
communication. So, Eve can create edit errors in message
but at least a quarter of errors must be introduced. Also,
the length of codeword must still remain linear in the
length of m.
THEOREM 1: Let k be the security parameter. Let Edit (∙)
be a (4(k + 1), eA, ρ) error-detecting code for constants 0 <
eA, ρ < 1. Let Ext be a (hw, t, τ, 2-τ)-strong extractor with τ
+1.Then there exists an efficient (hw, k)-interactive
For security reasons, in this protocol it is required that =
Eve has to respond with at least one extractor output on her authentication protocol for messages of length 4(k + 1)
own without any interaction to both communicating parties. with entropy loss
. The protocol works as long hw ≥
As extractor output is a nearly-uniform k-bit string, Eve
-k
cannot succeed with probability much higher than 2 .
+ t + k + 1.
2) Analysis: Intuition for the security of above protocol
lies in knowledge of Bob about the length of message λm as
well as wt(m) and if Eve were to insert 0 bits or modify 1
as 0 bit, then she have to either have to remove 0 bits or
insert 1 bits. And this procedure of removal or addition
requires answering a random challenge of Alice (Bob)
which Eve cannot perform with probability >2k.Also,
entropy loss is Ө(λmk) in authentication protocol and Ө(k2)
in [12].
As in [12],the extractor output is MAC key, and it
requires to shorten this length to be a constant number of
bits as, then only Ө(1) bits of entropy for every bit of m
will be lost and Ө(k) entropy loss will be obtained. And
also, probability of success of Eve is constant.
3) Improved Version: If it could be ensured that Eve must
respond with several extractor [14, 15] outputs on her own,
then it could be shown that success probability is 2-k which
can be obtained by encoding message m in special errordetecting code of distance Ө(k).Also, now for Eve to avoid
detection she must introduce Ө(k) errors and so it is
required from Eve side to come up with Ө(k) extractor
output on her own. The code required is to be a
polynomial-time encodable and not necessarily
polynomial-time decodable. For message m of length λm
and if there are two strings c and c‘ of length λc, let
EditDis(c, c ) denote edit distance between c and c‘ i.e.;
number of single bit insert and delete operations required
to change string c to c‘[16].
Definition 2: Let m є {0, 1}λm. For some constant
0<eA<1, a function Edit(∙):{0,1}λm →{0,1}λc, is a (λm, eA,
ρ)-error-detecting code for edit errors, if ρλc = λm and
satisfies following properties:

c = Edit(m) can be computed in polynomial (in
λm )time, given m, for all m {0,1}λm;

Given eA, ρ and τ are constants and using the results of
[12], the message authentication protocol is converted to
privacy amplification protocol, hence obtaining the
corollary to Theorem stated above.
COROLLARY 1: There exists an efficient (hW, λk, 2-k, є)
privacy amplification protocol with entropy loss Ο (k).The
length of the extracted key λk= hW -2log - Ο (k).
4) Improved Authentication Protocol: If Eve must respond
to many (Ө(k)) fresh random challenges translating success
probability to 2-k,then Alice have to transmit message
c=Edit(m) which is verified by Bob to be a valid codeword.
For protocol let:
K = security parameter
hW = min entropy
m=message m {0, 1}λm.
λw = Alice and Bob share λw -bit secret w W with hW.
Ext= average–case (λw , t, τ, 2-τ ) strong extractor with seed
length q bits for some constant t and τ.
Edit (∙) = be a (λm , eA, ρ) error-detecting code for constants
0< eA,ρ<1,such that Hamming weight of all code words is
the same(let wt(c )).
Protocol NewAuth (w, m):
1. Alice sends Bob the message m. Let the message
received by Bob be m‘.
2. For all responses received, Alice and Bob execute
protocol Auth(w,c) where c=Edit(m),using
average-case strong extractor Ext taking seed as
input.
3. Bob computes Edit(m‘).Let c‘ be string received
by Bob. And if,
c‘≠ Edit(m‘)
Then Bob rejects. Otherwise, Bob accepts m‘ as
the message received.

Instead of proving this error detecting code technique
 For any m, m‘ {0, 1} with m ≠ m‘, EditDis through induction argument[12] because in this if Eve is
(c‘, c) > eA λc, where c = Edit (m) and c‘=Edit (m‘). successful in changing any bit of the message send to Bob
by Alice, then Eve has to respond to a random challenge
on her own but here it is required to keep track of how
And, ρ =
called rate of code.
λm
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many random challenges Eve can respond. As it is needed
to precisely characterize how many extractor outputs Eve
must have taken in relation to the number of bits modified,
so here the entire protocol transcript is viewed as a string
of literals from Eve point of view in which each literal
represent an interaction of Eve with either Alice or Bob.
In this string representation, two message interactions
happen occurring between Alice and Eve or between Bob
and Eve as a roundtrip. In any round i, Eve‘s interaction
with any Alice (Bob) consists of Eve‘s sending challenges
and extractor output in response to challenge issued by
Alice or Bob in previous rounds. Then Alice (Bob) sends
Eve a challenge and response to received challenge in
previous rounds. Let these roundtrips be denoted by two
literals a and b between (Alice and Eve) and (Bob and Eve)
respectively. Any literal is called costly literal if in real run
of the protocol Eve would have to respond a fresh random
challenge on her own in the round trip corresponding to
the costly literal. This string representation is necessary to
stress on points in protocol where Eve would have to
respond to a fresh random challenge. It allows capturing
all the information including the order in which Eve
interacted with the honest parties. Now consider the
following to obtain the desired results:
THEOREM 2: Let E be a string consisting of a0, b0, a1, b1
literals holding property that number of times each literal
appears in string E should be same. Also let E‘ be new
string and number of costly literals in E be at most L .Then
the edit distance between E and E‘ is at most 4L.
COROLLARY 2:
Let Alice and Bob execute protocol
Auth in the presence of an active adversary Eve. Let mA
denote the message sent by Alice and let mB denote the
message received by Bob. Let the edit distance between
mA and mB be at least 4L. Then Eve must have responded
to at least L fresh random challenges on her own.
LEMMA1: Assume H∞ (w | Trμ ) ≥ k +1+ t. Then, Pr [Eve
successfully responds to μ fresh random challenges] ≤ 2 (μ(λr-1)
+ 2 –(k+1) .
5) Analysis To calculate entropy loss, message c of length
needs to be authenticated. Authentication of 0 bit
requires Eve to face 1 extractor response and
authenticating 1 bit needs two extractor responses. And
length of each extractor response is τ so entropy loss will
be at most 2×
×τ=
proving theorem. To
break this security, if Eve have to make Bob accept a
message m‘≠ m, then from Definition 2, she must make
Bob accept a message c‘≠ c in Auth(w, c) where edit
distance between c‘ and c is greater than eAλc =
.
Also, from Corollary 2, Eve must have to respond to more
than
fresh random challenges with probability of at
most p = 2

(τ+1)

+ 2–(k+1) from Lemma 1.So, τ= +1

and p< 2-k is achieved.
III. CONCLUSIONS
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This paper is presented to find the efficient method of
distributing the quantum key between two parties securely
by using entanglement purification procedure based on
Bell states in which
max<ф| ρˆ| ф > .
фєв
condition should be met for the state ρˆ to be purified by
QPA procedure.
And, also to minimize the entropy loss through edit
distance codes and hence increasing the length of shared
random key. Thus, extracted key length achieved is m-Ө(k)
if shared secret key has m entropy round complexity is Ө(k)
with optimal entropy loss.
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